
It is a great pleasure
and privilege to invite you to Lublin for the next edition of the Polish Dance Platform.
The PPT is a competitive showcase of the most interesting dance performances produced by Polish artists in the last two years. The previous three editions (2008, 2010, 2012) were all held in Poznań by the Zamek Culture Centre and the Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk. In 2013 the Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw took over at the project’s steering wheel, based on an agreement with previous organisers. Consequently, we have decided that the Platform should take place every two years in a different Polish city, moving from one important dance centre to another.
The pieces presented this year have been selected by a nine-person Artistic Commission. Here, I would like to thank its members for their work and commitment. They spent the last year and a half travelling across the country to watch almost a hundred works entered into the competition.
We sincerely hope that this year’s edition becomes a chance to strengthen links within the Polish dance community and build international contacts. We put especially strong emphasis on collaborations with our partners from Central and Eastern Europe, who have been traditionally close to Lublin as a cultural centre. The showcase will gather festival directors, heads of dance centres, journalists, and dance curators from Poland, Europe, North and South America, and Asia. We believe that this way the Platform helps Polish contemporary dance artists to secure themselves a permanent spot on the national and international cultural map.
Apart from the chance to see dance performances, the Platform offers presentations of the latest developments on the dance scenes of selected Central and Eastern European countries (Mapping dance), and a series of meetings with artists recommended by the Platform’s Artistic Commission (Artist at a Glance). As part of the Platform we will also hold a networking event, Open Platform, to facilitate new contacts between artists and institutions that support contemporary dance here in Poland and abroad.
I hope that this year’s Polish Dance Platform is not only an overview of the current state of affairs in Polish dance and an opportunity for professional exchanges and making new contacts but, above all, a chance to experience the pleasure that dance can inspire.
Joanna Szymajda, PhD
Deputy Director, Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw


Lublin is an important spot
on Poland’s cultural map: every year it hosts around 70 festivals, attracting tourists from across the country and abroad. We have been consistently supporting a range of cultural and artistic endeavours, and feel honoured to welcome the Polish Dance Platform 2014 in our city. Artistic projects and cultural events help the development of civil society, so robustly operating in our region.
The letter of intent that the city signed with the Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw and the Centre for Culture in Lublin on joint implementation of educational and artistic projects is in line with the Strategy of Cultural Development of Lublin. I am glad that the provisions of this document are so successfully implemented and perfected.
We are proudly including the finals of the Polish Dance Platform among our city’s cultural attractions. All dance lovers who arrive to the Centre for Culture in Lublin between 7 and 9 November will have a chance to admire the achievements of Polish choreographers and dancers. The initiative is sure to attract various sections of the public and become an excellent tool of art eduction.
I am certain that the festival directors, representatives of dance centres, journalists, and curators from Europe, the USA , and Asia who come to Lublin appreciate Polish artists’ work, helping Polish dance productions receive recognition on the international choreographic scene.
I believe that the upcoming edition of the Platform will be an opportunity to strengthen links within the local dance community and enhance links with partners from Central and Eastern Europe, inspiring artists to embark on new creative projects.
Krzysztof Żuk, PhD
Mayor of Lublin


The Polish Dance Platform
arose from responsibility and concern for Polish dance. Here, I do not only mean the obvious sense of responsibility that artists feel in relation to their work but also the responsibility felt by theoreticians, critics, promoters and friends of the art of dance in Poland: the responsibility for the environment in which some tendencies may be given or deprived a chance to develop.
We, the members of the Artistic Commission of the Polish Dance Platform appreciated the responsibility that rested with us, both when we were personally making evaluations of the works submitted by artists, and when we were jointly selecting those most fit for public presentation.
The jurors, representing all professions responsible for Polish dance, after fervent debates, arrived at a verdict in the process of compromise. We selected 13 performances out of 95 entered to the competition. Among the successful works there are ones by recognised artists who have already became legends of the Polish dance scene, and by young, emerging creators. We based our choices on artistic merit, not the author’s reputation. Although it had not been our objective, we managed to assort a selection of artists from across Poland, representing almost all important dance centres. We paid attention to performers as well, often being also the authors of the work, evaluating their technical skill and maturity as performers. We are certain that the artists we selected successfully incorporate different means of expression, apply original choreographic devices, and look for an individual language. As the jury, we did not only evaluate specific productions, but considered the overall message this showcase was going to communicate.
It was important for us that the Polish Dance Platform shows aesthetic variety and independent thinking. We put special emphasis on the originality of the works in international context. That is why, every one of the productions presents a different approach to dance aesthetics, relationship with the audience, theatricality, choreography, and body work. Our discussions, and sometimes even heated arguments, were fuelled by different approaches to the material of the performance, and our expectations towards it. It needs to be stressed that our choices were not based on arithmetic but an analysis of the works entered into the competition, and the need to convince others how unique these pieces were.
As the Artistic Commission of the Polish Dance Platform we were one body with nine heads… As an inevitable consequence of this coexistence and joint decisionmaking there came we felt a a deficit: each one of us would always miss a few pieces they particularly favoured. That is why, we decided to recommend that additional nine artists and four ensembles be given a chance to present themselves during the Polish Dance Platform, as part of a series dubbed Artist at a Glance (Wizytówka artysty) by the organisers.
Now, let me invite the audience, artists, curators, festival directors, promoters, friends of dance, and everybody interested in this art form to make give their own verdict.
Jadwiga Majewska
Chair of the Artistic Commission, Polish Dance Platform 2014



programme


7 November
5 pm – performance 
Re:akcje 
(Re:actions) 
Pracownia Fizyczna 
duration: 45 min. 
venue: Inkubator

Official opening of the Polish Dance Platform

6 pm – performance
Zagraj to, czyli 17 tańców o czymś 
(Play It, or 17 Dances About Something) 
Teatr Dada von Bzdülöw
duration: 70 min.
venue: SW Chatka Żaka

7.30 pm – performance
Death 24 frames per second or do it to me like in a real movie – delayed choreography in chapters
Agata Siniarska 
duration: 25 min. 
venue: Inkubator

9 pm – performance 
Historie, których nigdy nie opowiedzieliśmy
(All stories which we have not told before )
Lubelski Teatr Tańca
duration: 55 min.
venue: SW Centrum Kultury

8 November

10 – 11 am – presentation
Mapping dance: Belarus, Ukraine
venue: SK Centrum Kultury

11 am – 1 mp – presentations
Artist at a Glance
Izabela Chlewińska
Iza Szostak
Daniel Stryjecki
Magdalena Jędra
Grupa KIJO
Grupa Artystyczna Koncentrat

venue: SK Centrum Kultury

1 – 3 pm
Open Platform – networking
venue: Centrum Kultury (1st floor lobby)

3.30 – 4.45 pm – panel discussion
Dance platform – a short user’s manual
venue: PS Chatka Żaka

5 pm – performance
For living in 
Hygin Delimat 
duration: 30 min. 
venue: Inkubator

5.45 pm – performance
Upadek przyszłości 
(The Failure of a Future)
Irad Mazliah, Zbigniew Szumski
duration: 60 min.
venue: SW Chatka Żaka

7 pm – performance
Bernhard
Paweł Sakowicz 
duration: 30 min. 
venue: Inkubator

8.15 pm – performance
Akty 
(Acts) 
Aurora Lubos 
duration: 45 min. 
venue: Oratorium CK

9.15 pm – performance
Insight Janusz Orlik 
duration: 50 min.
venue: SW Centrum Kultury

9 November

10 – 11 am – presentation
Mapping dance: Georgia, Azerbaijan
venue: SK Centrum Kultury

11 am – 1 pm – presentations
Artist at a Glance
DanceLab
Irena Lipińska
Teatr Amareya
Barbara Bujakowska
Clever Team
Anna Steller

venue: SK Centrum Kultury

1 – 3 pm – panel discussion
Open Platform – networking
venue: Centrum Kultury (1st floor lobby)

3.30 – 4.45 pm
Where? And what for?
venue: PS Chatka Żaka

5 pm – performance 
Niżyński. Święto snów 
(Nijinsky. The Rite of Dreams)
Sławomir Krawczyński, Anna Godowska, Tomasz Wygoda
duration: 45 min.
venue: Inkubator

6 pm – performance
Freaks
Pink Mama Theatre
duration: 60 min.
venue: SW Chatka Żaka

8 pm – performance
Need me
Andrzej Adamczak
duration: 25 min.
venue: SW Centrum Kultury

8.45 pm – performance
Room 40
Maciej Kuźmiński
duration: 35 min.
venue: SW Centrum Kultury

10 pm
Closing ceremony
Presentation of awards from the Minister of Culture and National Heritage and the Mayor of Lublin
venue: SW Centrum Kultury

10.30 pm
Night of Dance
Janusz Prusinowski Trio and guests PAPA ZURA (Soul Service)

venues
Inkubator Inkubator Medialno-Artystyczny UMCS ul. Radziszewskiego 32 (ACK Chatka Żaka building)
 SW Chatka Żaka Sala Widowiskowa ACK UMCS Chatka Żaka ul. Radziszewskiego 32
 PS Chatka Żaka Patio Sztuki ACK UMCS Chatka Żaka ul. Radziszewskiego 32
 Oratorium CK sala Oratorium Centrum Kultury w Lublinie ul. Peowiaków 12
 SW Centrum Kultury Sala Widowiskowa Centrum Kultury w Lublinie ul. Peowiaków 12
 SK Centrum Kultury Sala Kinowa Centrum Kultury w Lublinie ul. Peowiaków 12


the artistic commission

Katarzyna Gardzina-Kubała
A music and ballet critic. She holds a degree from the Faculty of Applied Linguistics and East Slavic Studies, University of Warsaw, and has completed a postgraduate journalism programme at the same university (2002). She has also studied dance theory at the Fryderyk Chopin Academy of Music in Warsaw. She began her career in journalism in the culture section of the “Trybuna” daily, and then was music critic for the “Życie Warszawy” daily for many years. She has collaborated with the majority of Polish music journals, along with periodicals published by Warsaw’s and Poznań’s opera theatres. She publishes in “Ruch Muzyczny” magazine, ballet programmes and local press, as well as acting as administrator of an internet discussion forum balet.pl. In 2008 together with a group of dance critics she made an attempt to reactivate “Taniec” quarterly. She has prepared a series of 25 feature articles on dance history and theory that were published as part of Taniec i balet (Dance and Ballet) collection by AGORA. She co-authored a series of children’s books titled Bajki baletowe (Ballet Tales) and writes a ballet blog called Na czubkach palców (On toe points). In 2008–2010 she held the position of literary secretary of the Teatr Wielki – Polish National Opera. Since 2010 she has been a regular collaborator of the Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw, preparing biographical notes and informational materials on the Polish ballet scene for the taniecPOLSKA.pl website.

Jadwiga Majewska
A critic, theoretician, curator, and lecturer. She holds a degree in religious studies from Jagiellonian University in Kraków, where she has been working as guest lecturer at the Department of Theatre and Drama since 2009. She publishes on dance, as well as theatre, and visual arts. She writes for “Teatr” monthly, including monograph pieces on dance, and for “Didaskalia”. She also published in “Znak”, “Res Publica Nova”, “Arttak”, “Kultura Enter”, dwutygodnik.com, and more. She gives lectures and runs workshops on dance history and theory, as well as on writing about dance. She has published The Body Revolving the Stage. New Dance in New Poland (Instytut Teatralny im. Z. Raszewskiego, 2011). As curator, Majewska is in charge of a range of Polish and international artistic and educational projects, including the Contemporary Dance Festival KRoki in Kraków (since 2013, together with Katarzyna Bester). She was awarded a scholarship by the Polish Ministry of Culture and National Heritage in 2011 to complete two anthologies of texts on contemporary dance: Świadomość ruchu. Teksty o tańcu współczesnym (Movement Awareness: Texts on Contemporary Dance; Ha!art, 2013) and My Taniec. Antologia polskiej krytyki tańca po 1989 roku (We, Dance: Anthology of Polish Dance Criticism After 1989; Centrum Sztuki Mościce, 2013), and translated into Polish, together with Artur Grabowski, Sally Banes’ Terpsichore in Sneakers (PWM, 2013). In 2013 Jadwiga Majewska received the Special Award of the Minister of Culture and National Heritage of Poland for her extraordinary contribution into the development of Polish dance. She has co-founded the Open Forum of Dance Art Professionals and sat on the programming board for dance of the Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw (2011–14). She is a member of the Dance Critics Association, the Congress of Research in Dance, and the International Dance Council CID. She has founded and now curates MAKT, the Mobile Dance Criticism Academy.

Magdalena Hajdysz
She has danced since her youngest days. Having graduated from the University of Gdańsk’s Polish studies faculty (specialising in theatre studies and editing), she switched practice for theory and took up writing, focusing mostly on theatre and dance in the cities of Gdańsk, Gdynia and Sopot, or the Tricity, in the Polish seacoast. In 2008–11 she was a collaborator of the culture section of the Gdańsk edition of the “Gazeta Wyborcza” daily, where she published on dance theatre, contemporary dance, and performance art, and occasionally also on dramatic theatre, plastic arts, and literature. She has also been writing for “Teatr” monthly, taniecPOLSKA .pl, and dancedesk.pl. Hajdysz has collaborated with the Gdańsk Dance Festival, authoring a contribution to the festival’s catalogue titled Szkic o stanie trójmiejskiego tańca (An Essay on the State of Dance in the Tricity) and daily reports and reviews for the festival’s Facebook page. In 2010 she conducted workshops on writing about dance as part of the project Okna na Scenę (Window to Stage) run by the Shakespeare Theatre of Gdańsk and Teatr w Oknie (Windows Theatre). She is the author of Raport o stanie tańca w Trójmieście (A Report on the State of Dance in the Tricity) written in 2011 for the Dance Department of the Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw (IMiT). She works with the Gdańsk Shakespeare Theatre.

Witold Jurewicz
A dance teacher, choreographer, stage director, performer, and lecturer at the Grażyna and Kiejstut Bacewicz Academy of Music in Łódź (a choreography programme). He also teaches at the Culture Promoter Training Collage (PPSKAK) in Kalisz and conducts courses for contemporary dance instructors across Poland. He has founded the Alter Dance Theatre and now acts as its artistic director and choreographer. In 1992–2008 he was artistic director of the festival Presentations of Contemporary Dance Forms in Kalisz. He has authored a programme of teaching contemporary dance and movement theory. He has also developed a movement technique which uses the point of support as the starting point for movement adjusted to individual motor skills. He is involved in many dance and theatre projects, including numerous workshops in Poland and abroad. He acts as movement director for dramatic theatres across Poland, including the Jaracz Theatre in Łódź, Bogusławski Theatre in Kalisz, Słowacki Theatre in Kraków, Polski Theatre in Poznań, and Modrzejewska Theatre in Legnica.

Adam Kamiński
The curator of the Mandala Performance Festival and the Laboratory of Movement project based in Wrocław, while also holding the position of chairman of the Jest Człowiek association. In his work he focuses on propagating culture and coordinating a range of projects in the field of performance art and contemporary dance, including Młodzieżowa Akademia Kulturalno-Społeczna (Cultural and Social Academy for the Youth), Sztuka w akcji (Art in Action), Wibracje Taneczne (Dance Vibrations), Atuty sztuki (Art’s Assets), or Sztuka Aktywności (The Art of Being Active). He has been involved in performance art showcases held in Wrocław’s art galleries (Miejska Gallery, Entropia Gallery), art clubs (Firlej, Puzzle), and public spaces. He sat on the jury of the 2008 Polish Dance Platform, and is a member of the Open Forum of Dance Art Professionals. He has founded and now curates the programme Wrocław Tańczący (Dancing Wrocław). He is an advisor to the Program Committee of the International Society for the Performing Arts (ISPA) and curator of the dance programme of the Interdisciplinary Fringe Festival. He writes about dance and action art in the “Format” art journal, “Ludzka sprawa” magazine, and on kulturaonline.pl. Adam Kamiński sat on the grants commission of the 2012 programme “Lato w teatrze – taniec” (Summer at the Theatre: Dance) run by the Theatre Institute, and was a member of the Polish Ministry of Culture’s commission awarding scholarships for culture promotion (2012–2014). He received the Special Award of the Minister of Culture and National Heritage of Poland for his efforts invested in the promotion of Polish culture (2013).

Marcin Maćkiewicz
He took an inter-faculty humanities programme and theatre studies programme at the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, as well as studying film production management at the Polish National Film, Television and Theatre School in Łódź. In 2006–2011 he held the position of chairman of the Poznań Theatrical Initiatives Association. He has worked as producer for the Movements Factory, co-founded madeinpoznan.org, a federation of independent creators and culture producers, and played a central role in the launch of the Poznań Culture Congress. He also has curated the Archipelag Malta series as part of Poznań’s Malta Festival. He has published critical pieces in “Didaskalia”, “Teatr”, “Notatnik Teatralny”, “Opcje” and “Dialog”. Maćkiewicz has edited the book 20 lat Malty. Energetyczne nakłucie (20 Years of Malta: An Energetic Injection). His involvement in culture promotion has been awarded with the Young Art Medal and an art scholarship granted by the city of Poznań. Since 2013 he has been curating an international performance art programme #nie jesteś mi obojętny (#you are not indifferent to me) at the Zamek Culture Centre in Poznań. He collaborates with Komuna//Warszawa.

Iwona Olszowska
A dancer and choreographer. She also teaches contemporary dance, in particular body awareness, contact improvisation and improvisation as performance, and is a Somatic Movement Educator of Body Mind Centering®. Since 1989 she has been the artistic director of the Experimental Dance Studio EST, which currently focuses on structural improvisation projects, lecture-performances, and site-specific actions. She is responsible for the development of the Obszar tańca w Teatrze Barakah (Dance Zone at the Barakah Theatre) series in Kraków. She conducts instructor courses, extramural programmes at the Grażyna and Kiejstut Bacewicz Academy of Music in Łódź, dance workshops and contact improvisation festivals in Poland and abroad (Ukraine, England, Russia, Moldova, Germany, Italy, Portugal). Before, for 8 years she had taught at the Ludwik Solski Academy for the Dramatic Arts in Kraków. She has learnt her dance skills at New York’s dance studios, the George Mason University in Washington, the University of Alabama and the University of Calgary, as well as workshops held by the Silesian Dance Theatre in Bytom and the Centre for Culture Promotion in Zielona Góra. She dances solo and with the EST, focusing on structural improvisations (e.g. Serce zRozum, Bones Mind Moving – Moving Bones Mind, Falling after Paxton). She has taken part in a range of Polish projects, collaborating with Pracownia Fizyczna, Renata Piotrowska, Marta Pietruszka and Andrzej Sadowski, Marcin Janus, Magdalena Przybysz; but has also been involved in international undertakings, working e.g. with Liz Lerman and Michael Schumacher, or Pierre Deloche. She creates her own stage pieces, improvisations, lecture performances, solo choreographies and choreographies for dance companies or dramatic theatres (including Narodowy Stary Theatre and Słowacki Theatre in Kraków). She has been awarded the Batory Foundation scholarship and the ArtsLink fellowship (residency in New York).

Hanna Strzemiecka
The founder, former choreographer and artistic director of the Lublin Dance Theatre and of the Contemporary Dance Group of Lublin University of Technology (until 2005), which is her alma mater – she graduated in 1979. In 1982 she was awarded a Ministry of Culture and Art diploma certifying the completion of a three-year course for dance teachers. In the 1980s, Strzemiecka participated in contemporary dance workshops run at the Centre of Culture Promotion in Warsaw. In 1988–90 she stayed in the USA , where she studied novel techniques of creating contemporary dance and various forms of movement and dance theatre. In 1993 she founded the Contemporary Dance Group of the Lublin University of Technology, for which she created around 40 choreographies, winning a range of awards, including prizes at the Presentations of Contemporary Dance Forms in Kalisz, Poland, the International University Theatre Festival in Monastir, Tunisia, or the International Festival of Contemporary Choreography in Vitebsk, Belarus. In 2001 Strzemiecka founded the Lublin Dance Theatre at the Centre of Culture in Lublin. She also founded the International Dance Theatres’ Festival in Lublin and has been the event’s long-time director (since 1997). She also has been active as juror of various contemporary dance showcases in Poland and abroad. Her cultural involvement earned Strzemiecka a range of distinctions: she was awarded a diploma by the Minister of Culture and National Heritage of Poland for her contribution to the promotion of dance (2001), the Theatre Award by the Mayor of Lublin for her outstanding achievements with the Lublin Dance Theatre and the Contemporary Dance Group of Lublin University of Technology (2003) and the Ministry of Culture’s award for a lifetime of artistic involvement (2010). Since 2014 she sits on the programming board for dance of the Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw.

Izabela Szymańska
The journalist with the Warsaw office of the “Gazeta Wyborcza” daily. She used to conduct classes on writing about dance for students of a choreography and dance theory programme at Warsaw’s Fryderyk Chopin University of Music. She studied theatre studies at the National Academy of Dramatic Art in Warsaw and dance theory at the Fryderyk Chopin University of Music. She has participated in Peter Pleyer’s workshops on dance dramaturgy and the Campus programme affiliated to the Ruhrtriennale festival. She has been awarded a Goethe Institute’s scholarship. She has collaborated with “Notatnik Teatralny” quarterly, taniecPOLSKA.pl, and Polish Radio 2.


performances


Aurora Lubos
AKTY (Acts)
premiere: 22 June 2013, Academy of Fine Arts (Dom Angielski), Gdańsk, Poland
choreography, video, performance: Aurora Lubos
music: Motion Trio
The piece is based on real stories of domestic violence and was conceived in reaction to reading letters and talking to people who experienced harassment. It draws on artistic classes run in support centres for abuse victims, which are mostly women and children: I want to enable those who cannot scream in their defence to start talking. So that they could speak about their entanglement, helplessness, their yearning for silence. I conceived it as a sequence of acts – fragments of texts, exits, dissolution, images.
Aurora Lubos has been active on the Gdańsk dance scene since 1997, collaborating with the Gdańsk Dance Theatre, the Baltic Sea Culture Centre, Baltic University of Dance, Dada von Bzdülöw Theatre, Club Winda, Club Żak, and the Specialist Support Centre in Rusocin. In 2000 she joined the Vincent Dance Theatre, UK, where she works as an actress. Among her own productions are solos (Zanzibar; Niedokończone; Nóż, koń i schody; AKTY; Nie wolno), installations (Still Alive; Cykl pokarmowy; Bez domu), performances (AKT1; 4 Kąty; Akt na dwie – Ostatki), short animations (the series Winter 2010). Aurora has collaborated with Avi Kaiser, Charlotte Vincent, Liz Aggiss, Wendy Houston, Jacek Staniszewski, Jerzy Mazzoll, Honorata Martin, Bronek Duży, Leszek Bzdyl, and Tatiana Baganowa. She currently lives and works in a small village near the town of Skarszewy, south of Gdańsk, and in Brighton, UK.

Paweł Sakowicz
Bernhard
premiere: 24 June 2014, Zbigniew Raszewski Theatre Institute, Warsaw, Poland
choreography and performance: Paweł Sakowicz 
dramaturgical consultation: Natalia Sakowicz 
costumes: Rafał Zajko
graphics: Agnieszka Diesing
in association with: Institute of Music and Dance, Uferstudios Berlin, Mica Moca Project Berlin
Produced thanks to a scholarship of the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage of Poland.
My attitude to Thomas Bernhard is not univocal, I say, because it’s easy to admit that Bernhard is reserved for the theatre, but when it comes to the musicality of language, it may be different, Bernhard’s musicality and rhythm, I say, because of this musicality and rhythm I have been thinking for quite some time about movement which, it might be perhaps said, ensues from the musicality of language, the movement that I am thinking about expresses my attitude to Bernhard, or on the contrary, says I, my attitude to Bernhard is not that univocal.
Paweł Sakowicz is an independent dancer and choreographer. He graduated from the University of Warsaw with a degree in political studies and holds an MA in performance and choreography from the London Contemporary Dance School. He has collaborated with Sasha Roubicek, Jeannie Steele, Paolo Mangiola, Ramona Nagabczyńska, Sjoerd Vreugdenhil, Mikołaj Mikołajczyk, Marta Ziółek, and Isabelle Schad. He performed Merce Cunningham’s choreographies as part of the exhibition
The Bride and the Bachelors at the Barbican.
For a few years now he has been working with artists and curators in London, Warsaw, and Berlin. His has devised the following solos: Duet (2012), Bajki muzyczne (2013), and Bernhard (2014). Paweł’s artistic development was supported by a scholarship awarded by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage of Poland, a residency programme run by the Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw, and by the Alternative Dance Academy of the Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk. What interests him most in choreography is the role of the audience in performance and improvisation. His MA research was devoted to the ways a performer may challenge the traditional position of the viewer as a passive observer.
 www.pawelsakowicz.com

Hygin Delimat
For living in
premiere: 6 April 2014, Club Żak, Gdańsk, Poland 
concept, choreography, performance: Hygin Delimat 
artistic collaborator: Martin Sonderkamp
Produced as part of the project „Residency/Premiere 2014”, Gdańsk Dance Festival 2014.
A machine for living in, wielka płyta, panelak, plattenbau are loose interpretations of idealistic principles of Le Corbusier. A huge old communist block of flats stands surrounded by ten just the same buildings. Thousands of people share a limited space in a completely anonymous environment; they hardly ever communicate. Blocks are: boredom, hopelessness, addictions but also: street art and strong motivations to get individual. For living in is an expressive form transmitting feelings and experience. A study on popular tendencies… somatic approaches (yoga, Feldenkrais). His working methodology is based on deep research into movement and implementation of original artistic practices.
Hygin Delimat is a performer and dancer working mainly in Central Europe. He graduated from the Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität in Linz in contemporary dance and dance pedagogy. In 2013 her received the danceWEB scholarship. He danced for Elio Gervasi, George Blaschke, Willi Dorner, Liv O’Donoghue, and Robert Clark. Since 2011 he has been creating his own choreographies inspired by street forms of expression (break-dance, hip hop, graffiti, electronic music) and somatic approaches (yoga, Feldenkrais). His working methodology is based on deep research into movement and implementation of original artistic practices.
vimeo.com/hygin


Pink Mama Theatre
FREAKS
premiere: 9 February 2013, Dampfzentrale, Bern, Switzerland
idea, conceptm, direction, choreography: Sławek Bendrat, Dominik Krawiecki 
performance: Marek Wieczorek, Tomasz Pomersbach, Giuliano Guerrini, Sławek Bendrat, Dominik Krawiecki
produced by: Dampfzentrale Bern, Kanton Bern, Stadt Bern, Burgergemeinde Bern
The Pink Mama Theatre has produced a specific freak show, inspired by Hans-Christian Andersen’s The Ugly Duckling, Pyotr Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake, and Urlich Seidl’s stylistically different film Hundstage. The piece focuses on two radically opposite urges: the desire to be unique, accepted and loved the way you are, and the need to adapt and integrate. Freaks is an attempt to show two contrasting worlds: in both every weakness conceals dreams, fantasies, and a yearning for a more beautiful life.
Pink Mama Theatre is an independent theatre founded by Sławek Bendrat and Dominik Krawiecki in March 2011. Their joint search for the queer in theatre began with the staging of Gier at Luzerner Theater in 2007. Next, in Marseille, they produced an experimental 45-minute film Id, in which movement played a major role. The pair’s subsequent productions include Yugoboy.com, made in Bern and drawing inspiration from the work of Marina Abramovic, as well as Bendrat’s solo – Pinku chirashi. As Pink Mama Theatre, they produced: Escort (2011), Afterparty (2012), Ariel, or Swinger’s Planets (2012), and Freaks (2013). In Poland the ensemble performed in Gdańsk, Lublin, Kraków, and Wrocław. In 2013 the Pink Mama Theatre were offered residency at Bern’s Dampfzentrale (the theatre’s home in the 2013/14 and 2014/15 seasons), one of Switzerland’s top dance centres. The primary topics of the company’s work are corporeality, sexuality, and gender, while the main aim of their artistic explorations is human emotionality and desires.
www.pinkmamatheatre.com


Lublin Dance Theatre
Historie, których nigdy nie opowiedzieliśmy 
(All stories which we have not told before)
premiere: 28 September 2013, Main Performance Room, Centre of Culture in Lublin, Poland
direction, choreography: Simone Sandron
assistant to choreographer: Elvira Zuñiga
performers: Anna Żak, Beata Mysiak, Wojciech Kaproń, Ryszard Kalinowski
lighting design: Grzegorz Polak 
sound, video: Dariusz Kociński 
production: Centre for Culture in Lublin
There are stories that we never told and others that would have better not been told. Stories that make us become huge in the eyes of the listeners and other that shrink us dramatically. There are times when we feel the need to tell, confess, but the story remains entangled in the throat and between a word that would open a huge door and silence. Four characters, four people will be “telling” stories in different ways, with words, with images, with the body and action, and with silence, without thinking about what this might cause. Four different personalities too close to each other in both temporal and physical space, saturated by each other’s presence, fighting for attention and intimacy. Irritated as if they were having a Sunday family lunch, they wish to find a story they never told.
 The Lublin Dance Theatre (LTT) was founded in 2001 by Hanna Strzemiecka, who became the company’s long-standing choreographer and artistic director, and Anna Żak, Ryszard Kalinowski, and Wojciech Kaproń, the then dancers of the Contemporary Dance Group of Lublin University of Technology. Originally, the group had been an independent student initiative, but, over the years, it had worked out a unique style, recognised in Poland and abroad, becoming a leading Polish dance theatre. Implementing their artistic mission consistently, the leaders of the group transformed it into a professional dance theatre, based in the Centre for Culture in Lublin. In 2005 Beata Mysiak joined the company, and in 2007 Anna Kalita became its manager. Currently, Ryszard Kalinowski is the group’s artistic director. The artistic activities of the Lublin Dance Theatre focus on building a dance theatre that is a space for dialogue with the audience. The LTT’s performances are shaped by all of the theatre’s members working in close cooperation: they search for an original form of communication by creating movement based on the body’s physicality and facilitating a dancer’s individual expression.
www.ltt.art.pl


Janusz Orlik
Insight
premiere: 3 March 2013, Studio Słodownia +3, Old Brewery, Poznań, Poland 
concept and movement research: Janusz Orlik / Joanna Leśnierowska 
performance: Janusz Orlik
dramaturgy and light design: Joanna Leśnierowska
sound remix: Janusz Orlik
set design: Marta Wyszyńska
technical realization: Łukasz Kędzierski
visuals: Michał Łuczak
production: © 2013 Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk with the support of The Ministry of Culture and National Heritage of the Republic of Poland
Insight seeks to find a physical and visual representation for emotional states of alienation from the surrounding reality. By placing the protagonist in a simultaneously realistic and metaphorical space of a stage which is dense with micro gestures, shadows and voices, the show confronts the inner and outer world providing us with an insight into some ambiguous emotional states that are, nonetheless, familiar to us all. Translated into a powerful language of movement and image they draw us into a tense journey in the labyrinth of the human body that clashes, day after day, with the cacophony of the stimuli which surround it.
Insight is yet another instalment in the artistic dialogue between Janusz Orlik and Joanna Leśnierowska, which has been going on for almost a decade. It is also Janusz’s third solo in the Old Brewery New Dance programme.
Janusz Orlik – after graduating from the Roman Turczynowicz Ballet School in Warsaw, became a student of the Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität in Linz. During his studies he became a founding member of x.IDA Dance Co. and performed in productions created by Olga Cobos, Peter Mika, Catherine Guérin, Rebekka Murgi, Nicole Caccivio, Charlotte Vincent. Since 2002 Janusz has been a regular member of Vincent Dance Theatre (UK). Simultaneously, Janusz creates his own choreographic works, including Exérèse monobloc (2004; together with Pia Libicka), and thy neighbour as thyself (2006; as part of the first edition of Solo Project), Live on stage (2008), The Rite of Spring (2011; featuring Joel Claesson and Nicholas Keegan), Insight (2013; a collaboration with Joanna Leśnierowska). In 2007 he performed in nothing by towarzystwo gimnastyczne and in 2009 in Happy by Nigel Charnock, in which he was also involved as choreographer’s assistant. In 2011 he joined Nigel Charnock + Company (UK) to create a new work Ten Men. In the same year he collaborated on and performed in Reconstruction by Joanna Leśnierowska. In 2012 Janusz performed in the revival of Horsemeat by Gary Clarke (UK), while in 2013 he began a collaboration with Daniel Landau (Israel). In 2014 he performed in … (Rooms by the sea) from the series Exercises in Looking by Joanna Leśnierowska, in Unintended Consequences by Sjoerd Vreugdenhil, and in Back to bone by Rosalind Crisp. Other works include High heels for the ballet ensemble of the Kraków Opera, Alpha for the Contemporary Dance Scene in Poznań, Adagio for the Musical Theatre in Poznań. As well as performing, Janusz delivers dance workshops in various venues and dance schools in Poland and abroad. He was a scholar of the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage of Poland in 2011.
www.januszorlik.com
Joanna Leśnierowska is a dramaturge, critic, dance curator and performer. Since 2004 she has been in charge of the Old Brewery New Dance Programme which presents the latest achievements in contemporary choreography and strongly supports Polish artists. She also works as an artistic coach to young choreographers and as a dramaturge for and consultant to a number of Polish and international artists, including Janusz Orlik, Renata Piotrowska, Arkadi Zaides, Minimetal, Lia Haraki and Márta Ladjánszki.


Andrzej Adamczak
Need me
premiere: 25 April 2014, MP2, Poznań, Poland
choreography: Andrzej Adamczak
performance: Andrzej Adamczak, Katarzyna Rzetelska 
music: The Knife, Yazoo, Amon Tobin, Ellen Allien 
costumes: Mariusz Szmytkowski
lighting design: Andrzej Adamczak
lighting: Mariusz Porada

Can we exist without the ego? How much does the ego help us to keep up the impression of inner continuity and integrity? How strong is our relation with the ego: is it possible for us to modify it and cooperate with it?
Andrzej Adamczak graduated from the Olga Sławska-Lipczyńska Ballet School in Poznań, the Fryderyk Chopin Academy of Music (in ballet pedagogy) in Warsaw, and the WSB School of Banking in Poznań. He is a former soloist of the Grand Theatre in Poznań and the DNA Theatre affiliated with the Opera na Zamku in Szczecin. In 2001 he joined the Polish Dance Theatre (PTT), where he is the first soloist. He has danced classical, neoclassical, and character dance, but has chosen to perform and create contemporary dance. Currently, he dances in all performances of the PTT, including choreographies by Ewa Wycichowska, Ohad Naharin, Yossi Berg, Jacek Przybyłowicz, Istvan Yuhos-Putto, Thierry Verger, and Jo Strømgren. He twice won the main prize for the best contemporary choreography in the Wojciech Wiesiołłowski National Dance Competition in Gdańsk (2003 and 2005). He has created many performances for the Atelier of the Polish Dance Theatre, including JA-JO (2002), …szparagijem (2002), Wchodzę (2004), Scan (2006), Trzy siostry – Wyobrażenie (2009), Need Me (2014), and for the Polish Dance Theatre: Chopin – Fresh Fruits (2010), Spotkania w dwóch niespełnionych Aktach (staged at the Grand Theatre in Łódź in association with the PTT, 2011), and Volta set to music by Iwo Borkowicz (“Agon: Programme of composing and choreographic commissions” run by the Institute of Music and Dance, 2013).


Sławomir Krawczyński / Tomasz Wygoda / Anna Godowska
Niżyński. Święto snów 
(Nijinsky. The Rite of Dreams)
premiere: 1 September 2013, Studio Słodownia +3, Old Brewery, Poznań, Poland
concept, direction, process work, lighting: Sławomir Krawczyński
choreography: Anna Godowska, Tomasz Wygoda
performance: Tomasz Wygoda
music: The Rite of Spring by Igor Stravinsky performed by the New York Philharmonic conducted by Leonard Bernstein, 1958
costume concept: Sławomir Krawczyński, Tomasz Wygoda, Anna Godowska
expert consultant: Jadwiga Majewska
technical production: Łukasz Kędzierski
production: Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk
A new rendition of Igor Stravinsky’s great ballet – a solo performance travelling through different states of mind of Vaslav Nijinsky, legendary dancer and choreographer. For the authors of the piece, Nijinsky’s Diary and his works have become a book of daydreams scribbled down in haste. Analysing them, they would discover an internal world continuously verging on ecstasy and nothingness. The dramaturgy of this world is startlingly reflected in Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring.
Sławek Krawczyński is a theatre director, dramatist, scenarist, and author of short films. He initiated and carries out a group research project entitled Dance of a dreaming body, applying the methodology of Arnold Mindell’s process-oriented psychology (POP) and C.G. Jung’s analytic psychology in dance and theatre practice. He has authored the following plays: The Mirror. We’d Been There One Day, But We Just Had Enough Time to Forget, Smuggy, Toffi Opera, Krater (the two latter produced thanks to the support of the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage of Poland). He has won a range of prizes at theatre festivals in Poland and film theatres in Poland and abroad (The Mirror… won one of the main awards of the 8th National Competition for Production of Polish Contemporary Performance). He has received three scholarships from the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage (2003, 2006, 2009) and one from the Cinematography Committee. He co-founded the Bretoncaffe Theatre and is its artistic director. Apart from The Mirror…, he authored or directed Ś-nic; T-RAUM; Slam.in; Slam.out; Toffi Opera; The Lizard’s Manifesto; Dancing Sarah Kane; dion.is.us; I, Agaue; and Topinambur. Together with the Bretoncaffe Theatre he has represented Polish art abroad on many occasions in France, Germany, Estonia, Croatia, Slovenia, Slovakia, Russia, the Czech Republic, and Hungary.
Tomasz Wygoda is a dancer, actor, and choreographer. He studied contemporary dance (1993–95) and history at the University of Kielce, Poland (1993–99). In 2001 he obtained a contemporary dance diploma. In 1997–2003 he was a dancer of the Silesian Dance Theatre in Bytom. He debuted in Zapiski z teczki Gua-va choreographed by Jacek Łumiński. Apart from Łumiński, he danced for Conrad Drzewiecki (Poland), Henrietta Horn (Germany), Jonathan Hollander (USA), and Paul Clayden (UK). In 2002 he received a danceWEB scholarship in Vienna. He has performed in the USA , the UK, Germany, France, Canada, and Italy. He was involved in the creation of W&M Physical Theatre’s Made in Polska – museum of imagination (Calgary, 2004), and Warsaw-based Bretoncaffe Theatre’s Slam. out and Dancing Sarah Kane. He has collaborated with the Narodowy Stary Theatre in Kraków, performing in Krystian Lupa’s, Paweł Miśkiewicz’s, and Michał Zadara’s productions. He authored choreographies to productions by Zadara, Mikołaj Grabowski, and Jan Peszek. He collaborates as choreographer with Mariusz Treliński on opera productions in Warsaw, Vilnius, Bratislava, Washington, Saint Petersburg.
Anna Godowska is a dancer, choreographer, and contemporary dance teacher. She conceived a solo Na drodze do Opus as part of “Solo w dialogu/Solo im Dialog” that marked the opening of the Choreographisches Zentrum NRW in Essen (2000). She has been an artist-in-residence of the Choreographisches Zentrum NRW in Essen (2000), Centre national de la danse in Paris (2005), and Maison Folie in Belgium (2010). She has participated in the Theorem Residency Project (2005) and the Interdisciplinary Dramaturgy Coaching in Zagreb (2006). She has received scholarships from the Mobile Academy (2006) and the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage of Poland (2013). She co-founded the Bretoncaffe Theatre, where she then worked as choreographer and dancer for nine years, being actively involved in the development of 12 productions as choreographer and/or dancer (e.g. The Mirror; Slam.out; Slam.in; Topinambur; I, Agaue; dion.is.us). Since 2005 she has been working with Sławomir Krawczyński on the artistic research project entitled Dance of a dreaming body inspired by the methodology of Arnold Mindell’s process-oriented psychology. She has also cooperated with artists from different fields of art. She worked with Katarzyna Kozyra as choreographic collaborator on Lord of the Dance (2002; premiered at Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia in Madrid), devised choreography and stage movement for Kozyra’s Cheerleader (2006; premiered at the Zachęta National Gallery of Art), and contributed to Il castrato (2006; premiered at the Festival Gender Bender in Bologna) creating choreography for the performance and video work. Since 2010 Anna has been collaborating with theatre director Marta Górnicka on the Chór Kobiet project. She has devised all the group’s choreographies: Partytura I, Magnificat, and Requiemmaszyna (Zbigniew Raszewski Theatre Institute in Warsaw).


Pracownia Fizyczna
Re:akcje 
(Re:actions)
premiere: 23 August 2012, Willa Grohmana, RETROPERSPEKTYWY International Theatre Festival, Łódź, Poland 
choreography, directed by: Jacek Owczarek 
choreographic consultant: Dawid Lorenc
performance: Joanna Jaworska, Ula Parol, Aneta Jankowska, Paweł Grala, Wojciech Łaba, Aleksandra Łaba
music: Wojciech Łaba „LA3A”
costumes: Zuzanna Markiewicz
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The piece owes its shape and structure to the original method of working with dancers that was employed to produce it. Based on improvisation and body awareness when interacting with another person, the method is unique as it reverses the flow of the creative process, rejecting the idea of planned, expected outcomes. What underlies the piece are mutual reactions of the characters on stage. Observation of the processes that each of the six improvising dancers undergo resulted in exploration of the characters and physical material. They were then juxtaposed with each other to provoke unpredictable developments.
Pracownia Fizyczna is a group founded in 2009 in Łódź by Jacek Owczarek. Based on dance improvisation and contemporary dance techniques, members of Pracownia use various forms of movement and means of expression to explore their bodies’ movement potential. The group’s operations focus on the creative process. They create performances and other stage events in an environment of openness and mutual exchange of ideas (both individual and collective). Pracownia’s dancers are also qualified dance teachers, collaborating regularly with theatres and culture institutions all over the country. The group cooperates with the Grażyna and Kiejstut Bacewicz Academy of Music’s Faculty of Choreography and Dance Technique in Łódź.
Jacek Owczarek has been teaching dance and contact improvisation since 1996 national and international workshops and courses for instructors. He has participated in international projects, working in Berlin, Paris, Vienna, and Rome. He has danced in the film Czarno-biały, which was screened in Cologne, New York, and Beijing (produced by the Film School in Łódź, 2002). He is a lecturer at the Faculty of Choreography and Dance Techniques at the Grażyna and Kiejstut Bacewicz Academy of Music in Łódź. In February 2009 he founded the group Pracownia Fizyczna at the Academy. He has designed stage movement for and performed in a few dozen theatre productions, including at the Narodowy Stary Theatre in Kraków, or the Dramatic Theatre in Warsaw. He has co-founded, together with Sonia Nieśpiałowska-Owczarek, the Kino Tańca Foundation, which organises the Kino Tańca Festival and Sic! International Dance Improvisation Festival in Warsaw. He has developed an original method of working on stage improvisation that explores the connections and mutual influences between different channels of sensual perception (hearing, touch, voice) and movement. His PhD research dealt with the ways in which improvisation may be used for the purposes of performative expression.
www.pracowniafizyczna.com


Maciej Kuźmiński
Room 40
premiere: 25 July 2012, Bonnie Bird Theatre, London
choreography: Maciej Kuźmiński
dramaturgy: Adam Hypki
performance: Daniela Komędera, Ania Kamińska, Kasia Pawłowska, Dominika Wiak
Room 40 tries to translate existential reflection into choreography. Using the state of tiredness, Maciej Kuźmiński showcases dancers’ virtuosity, and casts a critical eye at tradition, undermining established theatrical conventions. Balancing between forms, the piece is both provocative and moving.
Maciej Kuźmiński is a choreographer and dancer of the young generation. He works in Poland and abroad. He graduated from the Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance in London with a BA in Dance Theatre (1st Degree diploma) and an MA in Choreography (Distinction diploma). He has danced in England, Germany, Spain, Austria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland, performing in Zero by Clod Ensemble, Happy by Nigel Charnock, Romeo and Juliet by Liz King, and as soloist of the Polish Dance Theatre in Minus 2 by Ohad Naharin or Alexanderplatz by Paulina Wycichowska. Since 2009 he has completed 11 productions of different scale, so far shown in England, Germany, Poland, Hungary, and Serbia. In 2009 his piece Room 40 was staged at the National Theatre in Belgrade, while Maciej received a scholarship from the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage of Poland, and a commission from the Lublin Dance Theatre to produce Różnica i Powtórzenie, shown on 5 November on the Main Performance Room of the Centre for Culture in Lublin. He has run workshops for TanzFabrik Berlin, Trinity Laban Student Union in London, Tanec Praha in Prague, and for the dancers of the Polish Dance Theatre in Poznań. Since 2014 he has been teaching contemporary dance at the Bytom-based Dance Theatre Department of the Ludwik Solski Academy for the Dramatic Arts in Kraków, and the Belgrade Institute for Contemporary Dance, the first higher education institution for ballet, contemporary dance, and choreography.
www.maciejkuzminski.com


Agata Siniarska
Death 24 frames per second or do it to me like in a real movie – delayed choreography in chapters
premiere: 5 October 2013, Studio Słodownia + 3, Old Brewery, Poznań, Poland
choreography and performance: Agata Siniarska
artistic mentor: Bush Hartshorn
technical realisation and lights: Łukasz Kędzierski
production: Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk
this solo is happening 24 frames per second/ like in a real movie/ this solo is in chapters/ this solo is dramatic but good looking/ this solo stands, sits, lies down with mouth wide open/ this solo refers to many names/ mulvey, akerman, de lauretis, butler, tyler, silverman, kuhn, deleuze, fraser, doane, jelinek, kwiatkowska, karina, godard, vitti, antonioni, bardot, shermann, chytilova, illouz, halberstam, jones, pollock, german, moreau, radkiewicz, creed, potter, modleski, herden, fassbinder although without pleasure/ this solo produces a category of truth that it strongly believes in/ this solo touches upon life and death/ this solo has never heard about agata siniarska/ this solo is fully aware that what it is producing here is emotional capitalism/ this solo would prefer if jean luc godard was a woman/ this solo is only engaged in romantic intrigues/ this solo suffers in the name of all heterosexual women/ this solo is a potential victim and feels very guilty about it/ this solo loves you and expects you to be a real man/ this solo will freeze in one frame for a long time/ this solo wants to be taken in every position/ this solo is waiting/ this solo says sorry
Agata Siniarska is a fictional character with many talents and a criminal past, consciously happening in a series of episodes inside the choreographic frame. Having given a chance to different kinds of theatrical forms, having studied choreography at Berlin’s HTZ, currently she devises funny little feminist studies and cultivates her yearnings for language and writing, cinema and animation in the scope of her feminist practices. Addicted to fiction, she conducts her investigations between life/ death inside the image and life/death outside the frame, fashioning herself as a tool of visual rhetoric, through the cultural structures inscribed to her. Every image she makes, fuelled by the energy of profound theoretical hesitancy, she approaches with passion and intense fascination, acting many times not alone but in the company of some exquisite rascals.
www.cargocollective.com/agatasiniarska


Irad Mazliah, Zbigniew Szumski
Upadek przyszłości
(The Failure of a Future)
premiere: 22 March 2014, Capitol Musical Theatre, Stage Songs Review, Wrocław, Poland
creation: Irad Mazliah, Zbigniew Szumski (Cinema Theatre)
performance: Irad Mazliah
video: Jacek Złoczkowski
costumes: Sylwester Krupiński
graphics: Stachu Szumski
project coordinator: Magdalena Górnicka
production: Cinema Theatre, Dance Department Wroclove (Magdalena Górnicka / Irad Mazliah) Produced as part of the OFF Stream of the 35th Stage Songs Review in Wrocław.
the performance uses music by: W.A . Mozart, Igor Stravinsky, Trey Moseley, Palolo, Victor Young, Hans Abraham, DDAA Palo Alto, Ghedalia Tazartesa, and texts by Oskar Schlemmer and Pietro Citati 
special thanks to: Komuna//Warszawa, Katarzyna Rotkiewicz, Mateusz Rybicki, Tadeusz Rybicki
The piece is a solo performed by Israeli dancer and choreographer Irad Mazliah, who invited director and choreographer Zbigniew Szumski to take part in the creative process. The outcome is a tale of individuality and of a delicate character struggling against an aggressive force. The solo is infused with the dancer’s intense physicality. The audience is invited to take an active part in shaping the dancer’s experience and drafting new chapters of his journey.
Irad Mazliah is an Israeli choreographer and performer. He has studied fine arts in Tel Aviv. He has collaborated with a range of choreographers and companies, such as Emanuel Gat, Yossi Berg and Oded Graff, Niv Scheinfeld and Oren Laor, or Anat Danieli. His works have been presented at many festivals and other artistic events. He initiated and managed a dance school in Haifa and is a former artistic director of the Intimadance Festival Tel Aviv Israel. He has received a scholarship from the America–Israel Cultural Foundation as dancer and choreographer. In 2010 he developed an artistic interest in Poland. In 2013 this interest resulted in an art scholarship of the Adam Mickiewicz Institute, which lead Irad to move to Poland and do his best to call it home. Since his arrival, he has created work for the Zawirowania Dance Theatre (Navigation Song BD303, 2013), Acro Dance Company in Toruń (Jak robi koń) and for dance schools and amateur groups. As a performer he has cooperated with Komuna//Warszawa and Cinema Theatre.
Zbigniew Szumski is a theatre director, graphic designer, and stage designer. He holds a degree in graphic design from the College of Plastic Arts in Gdańsk obtained in 1983 under Professor Jerzy Krechowicz. He lives in Michałowice (Karkonosze). He has co-founded and leads Cinema Theatre, directing all of the company’s productions, which are presented at many international festival and venues. He collaborates as stage director and stage designer with theatre companies in Mexico, Israel, Japan, France, and Germany. He has launched and now directs the Festival of Theatre Music taking place in Jelenia Góra for 10 years now. He has been involved in a range of large-scale international projects: collaborating with the AsPik Theatre from Germany, Local Theatre from Israel, Hebbel Theater of Berlin, and Forum Freies Theater of Düsseldorf as part of the Speilart Festival in Munich, Acco Theatre Centre as part of The Polish Year in Israel, Gekidan Kaitaisha of Tokyo as part of Poland’s presidency in the EU. He has been chairing the programme council of the art gallery Biuro Wystaw Artystycznych in Jelenia Góra for 10 years. He has received an award from the POLCUL Foundation, a scholarship from the Polish culture ministry, and a honorary Award For Merit to Polish Culture (Zasłużony dla Kultury Polskiej) from the Minister of Culture and National Heritage of Poland.


Teatr Dada von Bzdülöw
Zagraj to, czyli 17 tańców o czymś
(Play It, or 17 Dances About Something)
premiere: 9 May 2013, Malarnia Stage, Wybrzeże Theatre, Gdańsk
choreography and direction: Dada von Bzdülöw Theatre 
performance: Katarzyna Chmielewska, Anna Steller, Leszek Bzdyl 
space design: Michał Kołodziej
costume archaeologist: Magda Bem 
multimedia assistance: Maciej Salamon 
music: iTunes and Adam Witkowski
It is the year 2044. Janina, Jan, and Janka start their work on an experimental documentary. In one of the rooms of a well-preserved theatre museum they use ancient technologies (MacBookPro, multimedia projector, etc.), costumes (Milan Fashion Week 2013) and emotions (cinema, dance, theatre of the early 21st century), Janina, Jan and Janka try to play out SOMETHING that used to be THIS THING. The documentary experiment is supported and inspired by the philosophy of Return and Acceptance of Wilhelm Guido.
Teatr Dada von Bzdülöw, founded by choreographer and stage director Leszek Bzdyl and dancer and choreographer Katarzyna Chmielewska, has been operating in Gdańsk, Poland since 1992. This independent group of professional dancers and actors stages performances in cooperation with Polish and foreign cultural institutions, such as: Wybrzeże Theatre and Club Żak (Gdańsk); Dance Advance (Philadelphia); Les Hivernales (Avignon); Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk (Poznań); Nowy Theatre (Łódź); or Nouva Foundation (Poznań). Since 2008 the company is represented by the Dada von Bzdülöw Artists Association, based in Gdańsk. As of today, Dada have produced more than 45 performances. Between 1995 and 2001, the company cooperated with the City Theatre in Gdynia. Between 1996 and 2001, Dada participated in the projects of the Baltic University of Dance in Gdańsk, co-creating and performing in such choreographies as: In the Body by Avi Keiser (Germany), and Papugai by Tatiana Baganova (Russia). The company members have also worked in international productions staged in Germany, Belgium, Sweden and England. Between 2000 and 2007 Dada was affiliated with Club Żak, where in 2002 the company initiated a contemporary dance festival Gdansk Dance Corporation. Since 2008 Dada Theatre has been affiliated with Wybrzeże Theatre, Gdańsk, and since 2012 it has been based at Biblioteka Tańca in Gdańsk, where it hosts artistic residencies. www.dadateatr.pl



artist at a glance



Barbara Bujakowska
An independent artist and performer. She studied at the Institute for Dance Arts (IDA), Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität in Linz, Austria, and completed the Preparatory First Program at the Salzburg Experimental Academy of Dance (SEAD). She was a member of a Kraków-based group Hoplaa, with whom she produced several independent dance video productions. Her solo Swan… like has won a prize in a “Dolina Kreatywna” competition organised by Polish national TV broadcaster. She has won a scholarship of the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage of Poland and of the Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk (she developed Movement Modular Synthesis with Marcin Janus; Solo Project 2008; Alternative Academy of Dance 2009). Barbara also danced in Nigel Charnock’s Happy produced by the Art Stations Foundation. Also with Marcin Janus, she developed the solo 3-Dance, presented at the Polish Dance Platform 2010. In 2013, together with Paulina Wycichowska, Barbara made Śniło mi się, że pozostał po nas pusty pokój (I dreamt that all that was left after us was an empty room) for the inauguration of the 2013/2014 season of the contemporary dance showcase Scena Tańca Współczesnego in Kraków. Also in 2013 Barbara was a resident of “maat festival – border line” in Lublin, which brought about the piece ID-ANCE.


Izabela Chlewińska
A dancer, choreographer, and independent artist. She graduated from the Karol Szymanowski Secondary School of Music in Warsaw, the Grażyna and Kiejstut Bacewicz Academy of Music in Łódź, and the Academy of Music in Kraków, where she obtained a degree in culture management in the European context. She has won the prestigious danceWEB scholarship for young dancers and choreographers in Vienna, and twice received a scholarship of the Minister of Culture and National Heritage of Poland. Izabela is a member of Centrum w Ruchu, an association of Warsaw-based choreographers, and Embassy of…, a collective bringing together over 70 artists globally. Her dance pieces, including Ophelia is not dead (2008) or Tralfamadoria (2011, presented at the Polish Dance Platform 2012), have been shown in Germany, Mexico, Japan, and the USA . Her latest artistic project DP1 (world premiere: Theatre X, Tokyo; shown at Tokyo Wonder Site, Tokyo; Polish premiere: Club Żak, Gdańsk [2013]; presented as part of the Dance in Theatre series of Dada von Bzdülöw Theatre / Stage for Dance 2014) is a collaboration with musician and visual artist Tomek Bergmann. Izabela collaborates with Dada von Bzdülöw Theatre and Ramona Nagabczyńska. Since 2008 she has been devising choreography for dramatic theatres (e.g. Studio Theatre, Dramatyczny Theatre, Warsaw Uprising Museum, the National Theatre).


DanceLab
A laboratory where movement, body and emotions transcend existing definitions of contemporary dance. It uses the body, its expression and limitless energy to search for forms that make it possible to reach unknown areas of the art of dance. The company, founded by Małgorzata Mielech and Zofia Jakubiec, former long-standing dancers of the Polish Dance Theatre (PTT), has a repertoire of three pieces. In the first one, Anonymous, choreographed by Małgorzata Mielech and debuted in June 2014 at Pawilon Nowej Gazowni in Poznań, street art, dance, live electronic music (Anna Suda), and mapping (Olga Warabida) complement each other to create a multidimensional performance. The second, Sababa, choreographed by Małgorzata Mielech and Zofia Jakubiec, as well as the third – We Bleed The Same Color, choreographed by Shi Pratt, both premiered in June 2013 at the Polski Theatre in Poznań. DanceLab took part in an art residency programme in Berlin organised by the Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw in association with Mica Moca Project Berlin and Uferstudios, coming up with a piece called NILREB – work in progress, premiered at Uferstudios, Berlin. DanceLab is also behind DanceLabyrinth, an interdisciplinary event that brings together representatives of many different art forms, who work together and inspire each other. DanceLabirynth has been held in Poland and Germany. DanceLab’s performances have been shown internationally, e.g. in Jerusalem, Berlin, Jena, London, Lisbon, Oslo; and at home in Poland, e.g. in Poznań, Wrocław, or Kraków.
www.dancelab.eu


Grupa Artystyczna Koncentrat
The group was founded in 2005 in Warsaw as a creative collective associating two choreographers and dancers, Anka Jankowska (co-founder of TRAVA Theatre Group) and Rafał Dziemidok, as well as lighting designer Ewa Garniec. Up until 2008 the group worked in its original line-up, producing five premieres, adapted Rafał Dziemidok’s 2004 solo performance Dirty Pink, and developed an improvised project 3x I do not know (Dziemidok, Garniec). The Group’s premieres include: 2moreless (Dziemidok/Jankowska, 2005; presented on DVD at the Polish Dance Platform 2008), Potańcówka (with the participation of tango enthusiasts, 2006), Tell me I look divine (Dziemidok/Jankowska, 2006), Nawrotnik (Magdalena Jędra’s solo, 2007), Rabbit, Heath and Riding Contest (Dziemidok’s solo, 2008, presented at the Polish Dance Platform 2008). Since 2009 the group has been led by Rafał Dziemidok, with Ewa Garniec as lighting, stage and costume designer. The pair has produced: Floe (in collaboration with Nicole Seiler; named one of Top 10 best choreographies by Aerowaves, 2010); Nut. Squirrel (choreography created in collaboration with Jacek Owczarek, dance: Piotr Chudzicki, Rafał Dziemidok, Magdalena Jędra, Agnieszka Noster, Krzysztof Skolimowski, Aleksandra Ścibor, 2010); and Lamentation (a multidisciplinary project bringing together languages of theatre, opera and dance, 2012). In 2013 Koncentrat premiered My Life in Tears (created as part of a residency programme run by the Institute of Music and Dance in association with Mica Moca Project Berlin and Uferstudios). Currently, the pair collaborates with a group of international artists on Peter and the Wolf. Reinterpretation (shown as work in progress at the 2nd VarSoVie Festival).
www.koncentrat.com www.968566975574398360.weebly.com


CLEVER TEAM: Radek Hewelt, Filip Szatarski
Radek Hewelt is a dancer and choreographer. He started to dance in 1992, joining Dada von Bzdülöw Theatre. Having graduated from the Pedagogical University of Bydgoszcz, he studied dance and choreography at the Performing Arts Research and Training Studios (P. A .R.T.S.) in Brussels. In his work he juggles aesthetically different artistic forms: dance pieces, theatre plays, performance, opera, musical concerts, and multimedia installations. He has collaborated with a range of artists, including Leszek Bzdyl, Katarzyna Chmielewska, Conny Jansen, Cristian Duarte, Sara Gebran and Carmen Mehnert, Elio Gervasi, Sebastian Prantl, Cezary Tomaszewski, Matsune and Subal, Editta Braun, Rebecca Murgi, Nature Theatre of Oklahoma, united sorry (Robert Stein, Frans Poelstra), Anne Juren, Pieter Ampe, Andrea Bold, Ewa Bankowska, Cooperativa Performativa, Magdalena Chowaniec, Anat Steinberg, Oleg Soulimenko, Christine Gaigg, the Loose Collective. He has also been involved in projects by visual artists, e.g. Thierry de Mey (Ma mere l’oye) and Katarzyna Kozyra (Lou Salomé). He was a member of the Vienna-based art collective Pathosbüro. Since 1999 Radek has been developing his individual projects. Zoom In, 21 minutes, Close-up (shown at the Polish Dance Platform 2008), Tonights Tune, Slow Cowboy, or 12 Songs have been presented across Europe: at ImPulsTanz (Vienna), Dancas na Cidade (Lisboa), Festival d’Automne (Paris), or Springdance (Utrecht). In 2012, together with Filip Szatarski, Radek launched Clever Theam. Their first production, Clever Project has been shown at the Gdańsk Dance Festival and WUK in Vienna. In March 2013 Radek completed the solo Substitute show (premiered at imagetanz in Vienna).
www.radekhewelt.blogspot.com
Filip Szatarski is a Gdańsk-based artist researching the areas of dance and theatre with the connection to music and visual arts. He has been collaborating with Dada von Bzdülöw Theatre since 1994. Working as an independent choreographer, dancer, and dramaturge he has created 15 performances, cooperating with artists from across the world. For the past 18 years he has worked with a range of dance theatres, such as Tanz Hotel Wien, Tanz Atelier Wien, Smafu Compagnie, Osez Project Canada, FeinSinn Company Wien, Blue Elephant Company Düsseldorf. Moreover, he devises choreographies for dramatic theatres in Poland and abroad (over 40 productions). He is eager to work with musicians as vocalist. He authored a paratheatrical piece titled Jakub together with the Mordy ensemble. Working with the German group Nanoschlaf, Filip has been doing research on the combination of dance improvisation and contemporary improvised music. In 2005–2011 he was the artistic director of three large-scale international youth projects: Nietolerancja, Ideale Stadt, and Traffic. In 2011, together with Radek Hewelt, he launched a long-running initiative aimed at bringing an end to the crisis in the world of art, called Clever Project. In 2013 Filip directed Off-Age, featuring 20 women aged over 60 (in association with the Gdańsk-based University of the Third Age). He runs workshops on body and space awareness for professional actors. He also teaches improvisation and contact improvisation. He works with children, young people, and the elderly. He has been awarded scholarships by the Japanese government, authorities of the Pomorze province, the mayor of Gdańsk (trice), and the Minister of Culture and National Heritage of Poland (a grant for improvisation research). His latest collaboration with Radek Hewelt, INSTANT OPERA . Adult Crying Inventory, debuted in October 2014 in Vienna.
www.cleverprojectcontact.wix.com/cleverproject


Magdalena Jędra
A dancer, choreographer, and performer. She started her dancing career at the Gdańsk Dance Theatre (GTT) of Melissa Monteros and Wojciech Mochniej (1997–1999). In 2005 Magdalena teamed up with Anna Steller and musicians Grzegorz Welizarowicz and Zbigniew Bieńkowski. Their first joint project was titled Good Girl Killer, and gave its name to the collective. Magdalena’s works have a strong affinity to performance art and the site-specific approach. She considers improvisation to be the foundation of the creative process: working on a piece is, according to her, an act of subjecting oneself to the process. In her artistic practice she likes to bring together different styles and means of expressions characteristic for so-called “pop culture” and “high culture”. She has received an award of the mayor of Gdańsk for young artists for Good Girl Killer (2006) and a scholarship of the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage of Poland, among others. She has taken part in the choreographic exchange programme between Poland and Philadelphia, USA, run by the Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk in Poznań, Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw, Polish Institute in New York, and Dance/USA Philadelphia (2012). Magdalena runs contemporary dance and improvisation classes. List of works: Teletransis (2002), Konstrukcja symboliczna (2003), Teoria hałasu (2004), Good Girl Killer (collaboration with Good Girl Killer, 2005), Junkie (2006), Action (collaboration with Good Girl Killer, 2008), Parallel (2009), Girls in Red Shoes (collaboration with Anna Steller, 2010), Konfetti (2010), Le sni (collaboration with Anna Steller, 2010), Have a Nice Hell (collaboration with Anna Steller, 2010), Lotta and Gula (collaboration with Anna Steller, 2011), Le Pas Jaques (2011), Gloria! (collaboration with Anita Wach, Magdalena Tuka, Anna Steller, 2013), Ruch myśli. Rekonstrukcja (2013), Europa. Śledztwo (collaboration with Iza Szostak and Weronika Pelczyńska, 2014).



KIJO
(Group and Foundation)
A platform facilitating encounters, exchange of experiences, collaboration, and action. The group collaborates creatively, drawing on improvisation, contact improvisation, contemporary dance, physical dance, martial arts, and other forms of movement. Each member of KIJO has a different experience as performer and a different specialisation, bringing into the collective something unique, while movement is the group’s common denominator. The departure point for KIJO’s creative work and research is curiosity. Equally important in their endeavours is meeting each other in the process of creating art. 
Repertoire: MIOKLOIIS (2011), DO (2012), Wszystko to, z czym się [nie] urodziliśmy (2013), Do Witolda (2013), Spokojnie… inni mają gorzej (2014), Gwiezdne Potyczki (2014).
Dance video: WindFall (2011), AEGIS (2012), Uwolnić Motyla (2012), ribcage (2012), TRESS (2014).
FRU Festival – Polish Contact Improvisation Festival
Members of KIJO: Michał Ratajski, Adrian Bartczak, Małgorzata Lipczyńska, Sara Kozłowska, Ilona Gumowska, Ela Stasiak, Emilka Biskupik, Adam Kuza, Maria Majeranowska, Żaneta Górska, Mariusz Marciniak.
www.kijogroup.com www.vimeo.com/kijo


Irena Lipińska
is a dancer, performer, choreographer and photographer. She honed her dance skills studying with a range of prominent contemporary dancers and choreographers (including Meg Stuart, Chris Haring, Jonathan Burrows, David Zambrano, Keith Hennessy, Ann Van den Broek) and butoh artists (e.g. Daisuke Yoshimoto, Yoshito Ohno, Ko Murobushi, Mitsuyo Uesugi and Natsu Nakajima). She received a scholarship from the Alternative Dance Academy in Poznań (2011) and was a resident of Solo Project, a residency programme for young choreographers run by the Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk in Poznań, the outcome of which was the solo DNACE. She has also taken part in an internship programme of ZAR Theatre (2010) and Anatoly Vassiliev’s research seminar on acting techniques (2011). She has completed a course on stage choreography, obtaining a diploma from Artystyczna Alternatywa in Kraków. She holds a degree in culture studies and philology. She has carried out a research and educational project on female dance in Japan (2011), which was supported by the Grotowski Institute. Her solo pieces include: hydrohypno (2009), line (2010), Kompilacje (2011), DNACE (Solo Project 2011), dwa na jeden, LU2077 (2012). In 2013 Irena received a scholarship from the Minister of Culture and National Heritage of Poland, which allowed her to develop !GROT! in collaboration with the new media artist Paweł Janicki. The piece debuted in March 2014. The same year Irena participated in the choreographic exchange programme between Poland and Philadelphia, USA , run by Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk in Poznań, Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw, Polish Institute in New York, and Dance/USA Philadelphia. She collaborates with contemporary music artists and new media artists. She delivers dance and movement classes, also to children and adults with mental disorders and physical disabilities.
www.irenalipinska.com


Anna Steller
A dancer, performer, and choreographer. She made her stage debut in 1993 when she began her collaboration with Dada von Bzdülöw Theatre. Since 2003 she has been collaborating with Patrz Mi Na Usta Theatre. She has also made guest performances at the Gombrowicz Theatre in Gdynia and Wybrzeże Theatre in Gdańsk. In 2005, together with Magdalena Jędra and musicians Grzegorz Welizarowicz and Zbigniew Bieńkowski, Anna founded the Good Girl Killer collective. Currently she works in the collective with Magdalena alone. Anna’s latest performances are: Audiological Chronology (the finale of a women’s art exhibition Łaźnia damska, 2011), Transportation (Centre of Contemporary Art “Łaźnia” in Gdańsk), Unrelenting Beauty of Disaster (at the opening of the exhibition Telling the Baltic, Karlskrona 2012), Solove (“maat festival – border line”, art residency 2013). Together with Magdalena Jędra, Anna has developed: Tożsamość miejsca (Grassomania Festival, Gdańsk, 2009), Le Sni (Transvizualia Festival, 2010), Girls in Red Shoes (Streetwaves Festival, 2010), Lotta and Gula (2011). In her recent works she has been penetrating extreme emotional states of human beings, and paying attention to being “here and now” during her performances. She presents her works at festivals in Poland and abroad (e.g. in Prague, in Budapest). Since 2011 she has been presenting her performative actions at the Centre for Contemporary Art “Łaźnia” in Gdańsk. She has also taken part in a range of international projects, collaborating e.g. with 7273 (Geneva, Switzerland), Mariola Brillowska (Hamburg, Germany), Nigel Charnock (on Happy, Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk, 2009). In 2003 she received the danceWEB scholarship at ImPulsTanz in Vienna. She was also handed a special award of the mayor of Gdańsk for young artists for Good Girl Killer (2006) and a prize awarded by the authorities of the Pomorskie province to distinguished artists (2012).
www.annasteller.webs.com

Daniel Stryjecki
A dancer, teacher, choreographer, and video artist. He is a certified dancer (registered with the Association of Polish Stage Artists ZASP, 2001), and graduate of the Poznań School of Banking (WSB). He joined the Polish Dance Theatre (PTT) in 1998, and is now a soloist of the company. He has danced in a range of PTT productions: B@ttle between Carnival and Lent, Carpe Diem, Spring –Effatha, Meetings in tow unfulfilled acts, It’s already dusk, FootBall@…, Wish You Were Here (choreographies by Ewa Wycichowska); Minus 2 (choreography by Ohad Naharin); Autumn – Nuembir (choreography by Jacek Przybyłowicz); Alexanderplatz, Desert and Architecture of light (choreographies by Paulina Wycichowska); Wo-man in tomatoes (choreography by Yossi Berg); Forty (choreography by Jo Strømgren); and SUMO (choreography by Agnieszka Fertała). He is a teacher at International Contemporary Dance Workshops in Poznań. In 2009 he made his debut as a choreographer at the Atelier of the Polish Dance Theatre with DSM-IV 301.8. For several years now, he has been successfully producing videos to theatre performances, multimedia presentations, and commercial ads. In 2008 he received the Biały Bez Audience Award as the most popular dancer of the Wielkopolska province. In 2011 Daniel presented “In-Vitro” Action at the Malta Festival in Poznań. His latest project, Halo Effect (2014) fuses movement and multimedia.


Iza Szostak
A dancer and choreographer. She graduated from the Roman Turczynowicz Ballet School in Warsaw (2003) and the Codarts Rotterdam Dance Academy (2008). Currently, she studies ethnology and anthropology at the University of Warsaw. She has won scholarships from the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage of Poland, Dutch Corrie Hartong Fonds, SPAZIO, Alternative Dance Academy, and Solo Project of the Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk. Moreover, Iza has interned at Jan Fabre’s company, Troubleyn. She has collaborated with Michael Schumacher, Amy Raymond, Anna Holter, Taldans, Wojtek Ziemilski, Marysia Stokłosa, Edyta Kozak, and Kaya Kołodziejczyk. Pieces that she created or co-created have been shown in the Netherlands, Turkey, Germany, Portugal, China, and Poland. Her works include: Karmi-go, Feedback (2010), From culture to nature (Solo Project, 2011), The glass jar next to the glass jar (Body/Mind Foundation, 2012), RE//MIX Merce Cunningham (Komuna//Warszawa, 2012), Body. Child. Object. (Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk, 2013), Europa. Śledztwo (Komuna//Warszawa, 2014). Iza collaborates with visual artist and experimental musician Kuba Słomkowski. She is a member of Centrum w Ruchu. For a few years now, the artist has been fascinated with working with people who are not professional dancers. She refers in her work to Authentic Movement, Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) and elements of Forsythe’s improvisation. She finds great pleasure in teaching dance and movement composition, enjoys singing (yet thinks she can’t do it), and improvises on stage and in life. She dreams of skiing in the Alps and a journey to Greenland and New Zealand.



Teatr Amareya
A movement and body theatre which developed their own method of creative work and dance/ acting technique based on butoh aesthetics, contemporary dance, body art, laboratory theatre traditions, and contemporary critical theory. The theatre was founded in January 2003 by Agnieszka Kamińska, Katarzyna Julia Pastuszak, and Aleksandra Śliwińska, and has operated at Winda Club/Gdańsk Archipelago of Culture (GAK) since its inception. The activities of Amareya encompass artistic undertakings (performances and other projects); educational efforts (butoh and voicework workshops,lectures, publications); and promotion of cultural activity through the Amareya Art Association and the Gdańsk Butoh School. The group has developed its own method of creative and educational work, based on butoh dance, physical theatre, contemporary dance, the Martha Graham method, Afro dance, voicework, yoga, and psychosomatic practices of relaxation. The theatre is constantly working on its creative method, taking into account ever-changing social, political, and cultural contexts. Amareya’s dancers have studied with masters of butoh: Yukio Waguri, Itto Morita, Mika Takeuchi, Minako Seki, Yumiko Yoshioka, Atsushi Takenouchi, Yuri Nagaoka, Seisaku, Kayo Mikami, Ko Murobushi, Daisuke Yoshimoto, Joan Laage, and others. Amareya have shown their productions at a range of Polish festivals; they have also toured abroad, performing at the Uppsala Museum Gustavianum, Sweden; Taseralik – Sisimiut Cultural Centre, Greenland; and at the 2014 Theatre X International Dance and Theatre Festival in Tokyo. In 2013 Amareya celebrated 10 years of its existence with the three new productions came into being: 2 featuring Katarzyna Pastuszak and set to live music played by Joanna Duda; with-in performed by Agnieszka Kamińska; and fetish.wtf, a group performance directed by Dorota Androsz, also set to live music played by Joanna Duda.
www.teatramareya.pl


panel discussions

Dance platform: a short user’s manual
time: 8 November, 3.30 – 4.45 pm
venue: PS Chatka Żaka
What is a dance platform used for? Apart from serving promotional functions, can it raise artistic merit, or is it, perhaps, a project that spans even further, becoming an instrument of cultural policy that helps shape national dance scenes? If it is, indeed, such an instrument, then who finds it useful and for what purpose? How do platforms held in individual countries differ from one another, and what underlies these differences?
A discussion gathering artists, managers, producers, critics – guests of the Platform from Poland and abroad.

Where? And what for?
time: 9 November, 3.30 – 4.45 pm
venue: PS Chatka Żaka
What is the state of affairs in Polish dance after this year’s Platform? Are we, as a community, creating survival strategies or future scenarios? Is there even any “us”, and if there is, what do we have in common? Can such concepts as “development”, “change”, “identity” be used to describe the condition of the Polish dance scene?
A discussion gathering artists, managers, producers, critics – guests of the Platform from Poland and abroad.


organisers

Institute of Music and Dance
The Institute of Music and Dance was established on 1 October 2010 by the Minister of Culture and National Heritage, Bogdan Zdrojewski.
The Institute researches and analyses how dance and music communities function, presents reports and postulates to the ministry of culture, and serves as a source of expertise. It initiates its own programmes to support the development of music and dance culture, runs educational activities, and handles documentation and archives. It also participates in the exchange of information and experience between Polish and international music and dance organisations. 
Institute of Music and Dance
ul. Fredry 8
00-097 Warsaw
imit@imit.org.pl 

our websites: 
www.imit.org.pl
www.taniecpolska.pl
www.ideedlatanca.pl
www.scenadlatanca.pl
www.kongrestanca.pl


Centre for Culture in Lublin
Located in a former nunnery, the Centre for Culture in Lublin was established in May 1991 as a result of the merger of Lubelski Dom Kultury, a municipal culture centre, and Lubelskie Studio Teatralne – Lublin Theatre Studio. The fringe theatres forming the LST became the artistic unit of the new institution, complementing the impresario’s office, promotion and dissemination units of the former municipal centre that encompassed Biała Gallery and Rytm Ensemble as well. Today, the Centre for Culture in Lublin brings together traditions associated with a municipal culture centre and forwardness characteristic of a modern art centre that is open to innovative developments. Each month, a few dozen of projects take place at the venue, embracing all art disciplines: theatre, dance, education, music, outdoor events, publishing projects, cinema, children’s activities, visual arts, festivals, and social projects. After its renovation (completed in 2013), it is the most modern and most robustly operating culture centre east of the Vistula river. 
Centre for Culture in Lublin
ul. Peowiaków 12
20-007 Lublin

www.ck.lublin.pl
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